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52 million deaths  
globally by 2030 will be due to chronic illness. 
 
 
A 5% reduction in obesity would save California 

$600 million 
 
 



50% of health outcomes  
are attributed to the physical 
& social environment  
 
 
People who live close to park and 
recreation facilities engage in more 
physical activity than those who do not  
 
 
 



Almost 33% of fifth graders in 
Los Angeles are obese due to 
lack of exercise (and places to 
do so)… 
  
 
Parks now provide only 30% of anticipated 
need 
 
 
 



WHO Open Space Recs  =   
2.2 AC (1 HA) per 1000  
 



HEALTH   INEQUITY 
 

Malibu    South LA  
55.5 ac/1000     .5 ac/ 1000 

99% difference  (22% recommended) 

 



 
 
 
 

   .…in a city surrounded by 
beaches and mountains…... 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 



….are more parks the solution… 
 
 
 
 

 

*Undeveloped land is scarce  
*Land costs are high  
*Government funding are limited  
*Security/maintenance costs are a challenge 
*Limited activities 
 
 



WHAT WE NEED  WHAT WE WANT 
A 6 hour visit to Disneyland can 

burn 2100 calories 
In 6 hours the average 

American burns  675 calories 

……where needs are overshadowed  
             by desires? 

 
 
 
 



Isn’t it time to rethink the park?  
 
 
 
 



PARK  ≠  REC 



REC >< LIFESTYLE 



							CHANGING LIFESTYLES… 



        + CHANGING LOCALES… 



    + CHANGING TECHNOLOGY… 



  

= ACTION ATTRACTION 
 
 



PHAT* IS WHERE IT’S AT  
            *PHAT = cool, excellent 

 
 
 
    

RECREATION + ENTERTAINMENT 
  (Health)          (Hedonism) 

 
 

 
 





BY CASSIE OWENS | NEXT CITY | OCTOBER 1, 2014

O

CULTURE

“Skateboard Urbanism” Could Change Park Planning

n a Thursday afternoon in autumn, there are close to a dozen skateboarders and BMX riders
weaving around Paine’s Park obstacles and each other. Josh Dubin, the executive director of

Franklin’s Paine Skatepark Fund, explains that if school weren’t in session, there would be more. The
Philadelphia skatepark, now open for more than a year, is the pride and joy of Dubin’s skateboarding
advocacy non-profit, which works to establish new parks in the City of Brotherly Love. Runners
following the adjacent Schuylkill River Trail pass by. A mother pushing a stroller cuts through a grassy
inlet. “It’s like a park,” says Billy Mahoney, 20, who skates at Paine’s Park a couple of times a week, on
the different kinds of visitors he sees.

Critics have praised Paine’s Park, a space that very easily could have been a large cement bowl, for
accommodating multifaceted use. At one glance, it looks very much like a plaza. From slightly higher
ground, its amphitheater design is more apparent. The tiered ledges curve in the direction of an
elevated stage. Complex named Paine’s Park in its list of world’s most innovative skate parks.

Inga Saffron, the Philadelphia Inquirer’s architecture critic, noted in her review that Franklin’s Paine
Skatepark Fund had to raise $4.5 million to bring their vision for Paine’s Park to life, and they did so by
“badgering state, city, and private funders to pay for the project.” The space reveals the shift in how
skateboarders and architects imagine skateparks. But it also represents a surge of civically engaged
skateboarders who are taking city building seriously. The kids who clung to their boards in the ’80s and
’90s have grown up, some of them into advocates. San Antonio has a “skate plaza” program. Seattle

“Skateboard Urbanism” Could Change Park Planning – Next City http://nextcity.org/daily/entry/skateboard-urbanism-draft
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HYPOPARK 



FROM NATURE AS SPECTACLE… 



…TO PERFORMANCE AS SPECTACLE... 



...TO EXERCISE AS SPECTACLE… 



…TO SPECTACLE AS PUBLIC SPACE 









        
   NO        YES	

	
	
	

Generalized Uniformity               Specific Variety 























 

New Financing Sources 
_Developers 
 

New Partners  
_Community health organizations, county dph, hospitals , parks & rec  
 
New Operations 
_Subsidized, “gated” vs non-gated attractions 
_Includes concessions:   sports bars, beer gardens, juice bars, magazine vendors  
 
New Applications  
_“Carve-out” of new mixed-use development vs. required open space fee 
_Preventative “health-is-fun” pilot by healthcare facility as community investment 

 
 

HEALTH TO WEALTH  
The New Value-Add In Real Estate 





SOCAL-GEBRA     
HYPOPARK = 
 
Programmatic Flexibility (without loss of variety) 
+ 
Attraction (experience) 
+ 
Openability/Closeability (safer; longer hours) 
+ 
Intensiveness (active) 
+ 
 Blendability (with other land uses) 
+ 
Scalability (greater availability of urban land) 
 



THANKS! 
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